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Facility Product Suite

Provide operators, who are working in sometimes difficult and remote locations, a Point-

of-Sale (POS) interface to capture and process transactions.

Interface with hardware devices found at facilities.

Ensure un-attended sites consistently and accurately capture data.

Record data to meet state and national regulatory requirements.

Store data in the cloud, removing the requirement for local server infrastructure and the

reliance on specialised in-house resources to support it.

Give management teams access to data and the ability to manage information and users

across multiple facilities and locations and plan for the future.

Why is it better?
Always up-to-date
software

Offering a cloud-based software solution

combined with the offline capabilities of deployed

software. Data is secure and backed-up, software

versions are deployed more often and with ease,

and data is synchronised between remote

facilities and central admin.

A system that complies with various EPA and

regulatory requirements such as state-based

regulatory reporting and HVNL. As requirements

change, the system is updated to suit.

Regulatory compliance

Accurate Reporting

Providing admin and management teams with

near real-time data that can be used to manage

your business. Let us help you with data setup to

ensure you get the most from the system.

Integration with finance
systems

Integration with finance systems will assist with

payment processing, account management and

reporting. Data can be exported in a format

specific to your requirements.

A local support team

Mandalay’s local and dedicated support team is available for assistance and troubleshooting. With

significant industry experience, the Mandalay Consulting Team can provide guidance through

more complex issues.
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Premium Facility Analytics & Reporting: A variety of analytics and reporting capabilities driving insights

and actions and accessed via the naus Intelligence Platform. Offering a combination of dashboards and

detailed reporting capabilities, Facility Analytics and Reporting offers a suite of tools giving your

organisation the big picture view across your facility(s) down to the minute detail of individual transactions.

Facility Product Core
Standard inclusions within the Facility Core Product include Ticketing, Data

Administration Support Services, Transaction Search and Standard Reporting, available

via a subscription licensing model.

A Facility Transactional System that will issue, track and manage tickets, and process

payments.

Client profile and tracking, including controlled vehicle access management.

Built-in product coding and tracking tailored to waste industry needs and regulations.

Personalised customer service training and ongoing support delivered by an Australian

based support team.

A hybrid cloud solution delivering both locally deployed and cloud-hosted components

ensuring the system can operate offline (for up to 60 days).

Extension Product Range
Working in conjunction with Mandalay’s range of extension products your data can be

transformed into powerful information. Each product is available via an additional subscription,

once the Facility Core Product has been installed.

EFTPOS: Designed to integrate the Facility Core Product with EFTPOS terminals via a third-party product

called Linkly (PC-EFTPOS).

Image Capture: Automatically capture images from cameras installed at your facility. Images are recorded

at the point a weight is stored or when a transaction is completed, allowing you to verify transactional data.

License Plate Recognition (LPR): When used in the right situation, LPR can offer streamlined vehicle

selection and allow some automation of basic ticketing and access control functions.

Site-Based Pricing: Typically, applicable to larger organisations managing multiple sites as separate

business units. Site-Based Pricing will allow pricing to be set at the site level.

Multi Weigh: Allow multiple products in a single load to be added to a single transaction with a net weight

recorded against each product.

UAT Environment: A UAT Environment (tenancy) allows the ability to conduct User Acceptance Testing

before migrating data into the production tenancy. While included with new implementations, if

customers wish to extend access to UAT Environments post go live, an additional subscription is required.

Data & Finance Import / Export: Integration with finance systems will assist with payment processing,

account management and reporting. Data can be exported in a format specific to your system

requirements.

API Suite: The naus API Suite is made up of multiple API products where each is designed for a specific

purpose and generally for a specific domain.


